Detection System is uncertainty handling. The normal and the abnormal behaviors in networked computers are hard to predict as the boundaries cannot be well defined. The prediction of the normal or abnormal behaviors is done by the comparison with predefined classes to find the most similar one. This prediction process may generate false alarms in many anomaly based intrusion detection systems. Consequently, we observed uncertainty where there is a fair chance of the existence of a non-null hesitation part at each moment of evaluation of an unknown object. A new technique is implemented in this paper using Intuitionistic fuzzy logic which is a generalization of fuzzy logic. In this model the false alarm rate in determining intrusive activities can be reduced. A set of Intuitionistic fuzzy rules can be used to define the normal, abnormal and indeterministic behavior in a computer network. An Intuitionistic fuzzy inference algorithm can be applied over such rules to determine when an intrusion is in progress. The main problem with this approach is to generate good Intuitionistic fuzzy classifiers to detect intrusions. The rules generated by Intuitionistic fuzzy classifiers are fine tuned using improvised genetic algorithm that can detect anomalies and some specific intrusions. The main idea is to evolve three rules, one for the normal class, second for the abnormal class and third of indeterministic class using KDD Cup 99 Dataset. This paper exhibits the performance of Emergent Intuitionistic fuzzy classifiers in intrusion detection.
I. INTRODUCTION An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a program that
analyses what happened or what has happened during an execution and tries to find indications that the computer has been misused. An IDS does not eliminate the use of preventive mechanism but it works as the last defensive mechanism in securing the system. The demand for secured communication is increasing rapidly. Information security is about protecting the information against unauthorized disclosure, transfer or modification accidentally or intentionally when it is transmitted through the Network. A significant challenge in providing an effective defense mechanism is to a network perimeter is having the ability to detect intrusions and implement counter measures. Intrusion detection system is a system for detecting computer intrusions and misuse by monitoring system activity and classifying it as either normal or anomalous [1] . In Initial stages of intrusion detection on network focused on sensors how to get data how to display data and what kind of data to handle. Later when the analyst team grew to handle the load and training and team coordination were the issues of the day. When the data grew larger, system was inadequate for detecting the most dangerous attacks [2] .
The concept of intrusion detection was first introduced by Anderson to complement conventional computer security approaches in 1980 [3] . Anderson defined an intrusion attempt or a threat to be a deliberate unauthorized attempt to access information, manipulate information or render a system unreliable or unusable. IDS can be classified in two broad categories: Misuse Detection and Anomaly Detection. Misuse Detection: It looks for previously described patterns of behavior that are likely to indicate an intrusion. Anomaly Detection: It looks for deviations from stored patterns of normal behavior
The problem of intrusion detection has been studied extensively in computer security ( [4] , [5] and [6] ) and recent research experiments show that the data mining approaches lead to new directions by creating models for intrusion detection. In complex classification domains of intrusion detection, attributes of datasets may contain false correlation, which hamper the process of detecting intrusions. Some attributes of datasets may be redundant because the information they add is contained in other attributes. Also some data in the dataset may not be useful for intrusion detection and thus can be eliminated before learning. In this paper Best First Search is adopted to reduce the problem of effective attributes selection [7] .
Integration of learning algorithms provides a potential solution for the adaptation and accuracy issues. Many different solution based on machine learning techniques have been deployed for intrusion detection in both commercial systems and the state-of-the art. In standard set theory each element is either completely in or not in a set this leads to the problems in case of vague concepts. Recent works deal with the fuzzy system but they fail to solve the indeterminacy (unknown) problem.
In this paper, we show the certainty of improvised genetic algorithm [8] to evolve simplest set of Intuitionistic fuzzy rules that can solve some well-studied intrusion detection problems. In this approach, genetic algorithm can find good and simple Intuitionistic fuzzy rules to characterize normal, abnormal and indeterministic behavior of network systems. This Intuitionistic fuzzy logic can reduce the false signal rate in determining intrusive behaviors.
The paper is organized as follows, Section 2 describes the related work in the field of Intrusion Detection System, section 3 explains the basic Intuitionistic fuzzy logic and Intuitionistic fuzzy classifiers concepts used in this paper, section 4 presents the proposed approach to solve some intrusion detection problems. In section 5 experiments and results are presented. Finally in section 6 conclusion and future work are shown II. RELATED WORK In the recent past there has been a growing recognition of deploying intelligent techniques for the creation of efficient and reliable intrusion detection systems. A complete survey of these techniques is hard to be presented at this point, since there are more than hundred IDS based on machine learning techniques. MIT Lincoln Lab's DARPA intrusion detection evaluation dataset is employed to design and test intrusion detection systems. In 1999, recorded network traffic from the DARPA'98 Lincoln Lab dataset [9] was summarized into network connections with 41-features per connection. This formed the KDD'99 intrusion detection benchmark in international Knowledge Discovery and Data mining tools competition [10] .
Srinivas et al [11] describes approaches to intrusion detection using neural networks and support vector machines. The key ideas of their research are to discover useful patterns or features that describe user behavior on a system, and use the set of relevant features to build classifiers that can recognize anomalies and known Intrusions. The temporal association rules technique generates fuzzy and classical rules [13] . Using short sequences of system calls that running programs perform as discriminators between normal and abnormal operating characteristics [14] .The discriminator uses the Hamming distance as a distance function between short sequences of system calls. If the distance of a particular sequence to the normal sequences is higher than a threshold then the sequence is abnormal.
The idea of restarting the classic GA, so as to increase the performance, derives from the well known idea of restarting the Arnoldi's method for finding the eigenvalues [15] - [18] . Fuzzy Association rule are used to explore the possibility of integrating the fuzzy logic with Data Mining methods using Genetic Algorithms for intrusion detection [19] . A technique to generate fuzzy classifiers using genetic algorithms that can detect anomalies and some specific intrusion using two rules for normal class and other for the abnormal class are proposed using evolved fuzzy classifiers in intrusion detection.
In this paper to handle the uncertainty problem more precisely we will present Intuitionistic Fuzzy Logic (IFL) as a tool for reasoning in the presence of imperfect facts and imprecise knowledge. The rules generated using IFL is fine tuned by improvised genetic algorithm [8] which adapts the idea of restarting a Genetic Algorithm in order to obtain better knowledge of the solution space of the IDS problem.
III. INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY CLASSIFIERS FOR INTRUSION

DETECTION
Handling uncertainty is one of the major concerns intrusion detection environments. The goal is to classify the patterns of the system in three categories (normal, abnormal and indeterministic), using patterns of known attacks, which belong to the abnormal class, patterns of the normal behavior and pattern of unknown class. Using intuitionistic fuzzy rules, the solution of this classification problem is based on the intuitionistic fuzzy logic concept.
A. Intuitionistic Fuzzy logic
A number of generalizations of fuzzy set theory are there in the literature developed by several authors with more general aims and objectives to deal with various types of problems of Computer Science, Information Technology, Social Science, Decision Science, Management Science, etc. to list a few only. Of these, the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy set theory (IFS theory) introduced by Atanassov ([20] , [21] ) is of interest to us. Fuzzy sets can be viewed as intuitionistic fuzzy sets, but the converse is not true. It has been asserted by many authors that there are a large and large number of real life problems for which IFS theory is a more suitable tool than fuzzy set theory for searching solutions. IFS can be useful in situations when description of a problem by a fuzzy variable, given in terms of a membership function only, seems too rough.
The key improvement of intuitionistic fuzzy set theory over fuzzy set theory is that in the latter, the membership value of an object also defines the non-membership value of it by means of a mathematical relation, whereas in the former the membership value and non-membership value of an object are not, in general, related by a mathematical equation. Rather, the decision-maker (or the problem analyst or the intelligent agent) independently decides both, up to his best intellectual capability. This is because, when deciding the degree of membership of an object there may be some hesitation.
A fuzzy set could be viewed as a special case of intuitionistic fuzzy set, provided that at the processing stage for evaluation of membership value, there is no indeterministic situation with respect to any object of the universe of discourse. An Intuitionistic fuzzy set(IFS) A on a universe X is defined as an object of the following form
Where the functions
defines the degree of membership and the degree of nonmembership of the element x∈X in A, respectively and for every x∈X
Obviously, each ordinary fuzzy set may be written as
Recently, the necessity has been stressed of taking into consideration a third parameter π A (x), known as the intuitionistic fuzzy index or hesitation degree, which arises due to the lack of knowledge or 'personal error' in calculating the distances between two fuzzy sets [22] . In fuzzy set, non-membership value is equal to 1 -membership value or the sum of membership degree and non-membership value is equal to 1. This is logically true. But in real world this may not be true as human being may not express the non-membership value as 1-membership value. This is due to the presence of uncertainty or hesitation or the lack of knowledge in defining the member ship function. This uncertainty is named as hesitation degree. Thus the summation of three degrees, i.e., membership, non-membership and hesitation degree is 1. It is obvious that 0≤ π A (x)≤1, for each x∈X. So, with the introduction of hesitation degree, an intuitionistic fuzzy set A in X may be represented as
with the condition µ A (x) + ν A (x) + π A (x) = 1.
In figure 1 the object x has denoted both by the degree of membership and non-membership set. The IFL allows an object to belong to different classes at the same time. This concept is helpful when the difference between classes is no well defined. It is the case in the intrusion detection task, where the difference between the normal and abnormal class are not well defined.
Using these linguistic concepts, atomic and complex intuitionistic fuzzy logic expressions can be built. An atomic intuitionistic fuzzy expression is an expression:
Where, parameter is an object and Intuitionisticset is a defined intuitionistic fuzzy space for the parameter. The truth value(TV) of an atomic expression is the degree of membership and non-membership of the parameter to the intuitionistic fuzzy set. Because TVs are expressed by numbers between 0 and 1(0 means entirely false, 1 means entirely true and other values means partially true), the intuitionistic fuzzy expression evaluation process is reduced to arithmetic operations. Also for each classical logical operator and fuzzy logic arithmetic operator there is a common Intuitionistic fuzzy logic arithmetic operator which is shown in the table II 
B. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Classifiers and three classes classification problem
In the three class classification problem, there are three classes where every object should be classified. These classes are called normal, abnormal and indeterministic. The data set used by the learning algorithms consists of a set of objects, each object with n+1 attributes. The first n attributes define the object characteristics (monitored parameters) and the last attribute defines the class that the object belongs to (the classification attribute).
A Intuitionistic fuzzy classifier for solving the three class classification problem is a set of three rules, one for the normal class next for the abnormal class and the last for indeterministic class, where the condition part is defined using only the monitored parameters and the conclusion part is an atomic expression for the classification attribute.
Example for both membership and non membership elements intuitionistic fuzzy rule as follows. In Intuitionistic fuzzy classifier for the three classes classification problem there are several techniques to determine the class that an object belongs to. One of these techniques is the maximum technique, which classifies the object as the class in the conclusion part of the rule that has the maximum truth-value, i.e.: Class = Where, N -represents the Normal class, A -represents the Abnormal class and I-Indeterministic If the two rules produces the same truth-value then it is considered as indeterministic class.
IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM RESTARTINGS
To improve the performance of classic genetic algorithm we adopted the concept of restarting procedure for the classic GA which was introduced by Grigorios N. Beligiannis et.al, to achieve a better global exploration of the solution space while executing the minimum possible number of generations (function evaluations). In order to achieve this goal, they used the standard global exploration mechanism used by classic GAs (selection, crossover, mutation) but when the GA reaches the local refining phase, we restart the GA so as to preserve the global search procedure. This technique alleviates the enormous computational burden introduced by the local refining procedure, which is quite often useless in finding the optimal solution. The technique is described in Fig. 2 . previous global search. Thus, we propose a new operation called "insertion" to be included in the classic GAs' evolution procedure. The insertion operator works as follows. It chooses randomly a constant percentage of the genomes of the population of the last generation (before the restarting procedure takes effect) and inserts them into the new initial population of the GA as shown in Fig.3 . 
V EVOLVING INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY CLASSIFIERS
In order to use improvised genetic algorithm to evolve the intuitionistic fuzzy rules, each rule is represented by a complete tree. We opt to seek the best classification rule for each class separately because this leads to a much faster and simpler search, has the potential to yield simpler rules, and also because this yields an approach that can be easily parallelized on several independent processors, especially in the presence of many classes. Because we run the genetic algorithm once for each class and we want compressible rules, the optimization problem is a three-goal objective function: maximize the sensitivity, maximize the specificity, and minimize the rule length. Likewise the improvised genetic algorithm for the normal class tries to find a intuitionistic fuzzy rule with the following expression ( x1 is C OR y1 is not D) AND z1 is E Can be represented without parenthesis using above mentioned complete tree expression as follows x1 is C AND z1 is E OR y1 is not D
We codified a logic expression without parenthesis of n logic operators in a chromosome of n+1genes, where the i-th gene is composed by the atomic expression A i and the logic operator O i . In this way the last gene has an unused logic operator. Figure 5 shows the chromosome for an expression tree of n logic operators Here p, q and r are the number of normal, abnormal and indeterministic samples in the dataset used by each chromosome respectively. predicted is the IFS value of the condition part of the codified rule.
In the above equations TP means true positive, TN means true negative, FP means false positive, FN means false negative for the codified rules respectively. w 1 , w 2, w 3 are the assigned weights for each rule characteristics respectively. normal_data i is the subset of normal training patterns abnormal_data i is the subset of abnormal training patterns and, indeterministic_data i is the subset of indeterministic training patterns. The same set of equations to calculate the fitness for the abnormal class can be obtained by replacing abnormal for normal in previous equations. The best chromosome in the population is chosen and the intuitionistic fuzzy rule:
If <condition> then pattern is <class> is added to the intuitionistic fuzzy classifier. Here, <condition> is the condition represented by such chromosome, and <class> is the class pattern evolved by the improvised genetic algorithm.
VI DATASET DESCRIPTION
A. KDDcup'99 Dataset
In this paper, Kddcup'99 data set is used which is based on the 1998 DARPA ( [6] , [24] ). Normal connections are created to profile that those expected in a military network and attacks fall into one of the following four categories namely Denial of Service (DoS), Remote to Local (R2L), User to Root (U2R) and Probe. The various types of attack in our experimental dataset which are classified into four categories are shown in the following table III The KDDCup'99 Intrusion Detection benchmark is comprised of 3 components. In this work corrected KDD set is used because a dataset with different statistical distributions than either "10% KDD" or "Whole KDD" is provided by the "Corrected KDD" and is comprised of 14 additional attacks. Hence, the "Corrected KDD" dataset is being used for our experiment. The value of each connection is being predicted by this task
B. Exclusion of Dataset
As in our previous work [7] 65000 records have been selected as sample dataset out of 3, 11,029 Corrected KDD dataset connections for the work done by us. However, because the sample number of Probe, U2R, and R2L is being less, the number of records of above attack types will be constant in any sample rate. The remaining records out of 65,000 are 44,417 which are the outcome of excluding the Probe, U2R and R2L types of records. Out of 44417, 20% of Normal connection is selected, and remaining 80% of the dataset is accounted by the Dos.
The data sampling number and ratio are shown in Table  IV.   TABLE IV Amount and ratio of data sampling
VI EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In order to demonstrate the efficiency and performance of the Intuitionistic fuzzy classifier technique, we constructed our Emerging Intrusion Detection System (EIFS) and tested their performance on the KDD-99 intrusion detection contest dataset. The feature selection and detection rules generation are two key steps in any intrusion detection system based learning algorithm. Feature extraction done using Best First Search and the category of attacks is identified using intuitionistic fuzzy classifier. Our proposed model generates the detection rule based on the Intuitionistic Fuzzy classifier. The main aim of this work is to generate good intuitionistic fuzzy classifiers to detect intrusions. This paper adopted improvised classical genetic algorithm to fine tune the rules generated by IFS. All the experiments were carried out on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 2.13GHz PC with 2 GB RAM. The implementation is done using MATLAB Software.
A. Dataset Preprocessing
Using uniform distribution algorithm we created a dataset from the original data set with the following property: If the sample number of k patterns is m and the original data set has n samples. Probability to find a sample of class y = 
X = x − min max − min
Where,
x -numerical value Min-minimum value for the attribute that x belongs to Max-maximum value for the attribute that x belongs.
Non Numerical data: The degree of membership and Non-membership value is 0 for false and for the value of True it is 1.
B. Dimensionality Reduction
The original dataset is comprised of 41 attributes and one class label. Using Best First Search method [7] we obtained set of reduced dimensionality to 7 potential In this paper we used these 7 attributes to frame the atomic expressions and developed the complete expression tree which eliminates most of the insignificant rules.
C. 10 Fold Cross Validation
Ten-fold cross-validation is a Standard method for evaluation. Extensive experiments have shown that this is the best choice to get an accurate estimate. It is calculated by following ways which is represented in the figure 7 First, the data section is divided in 2 sections randomly one section is included 90% of all dataset and called as learning dataset. Another section is included 10% of all dataset and called as validation datasets. Second, the learning dataset is used for acquiring rules and the validation dataset is used for validating the rules externally. Third, the process is repeated 10 times.
D. Implementation of Intuitionistic Fuzzy classifer
In this proposed work each detection model is trained with normal and intrusive data set. The training test data set is divided randomly in ten group. Each group was taken as testing set for the intuitionistic fuzzy classifier trained by the improvised genetic algorithm with the other nine groups. We repeated the process ten times and the score of the trained classifier was calculated as the average of the hundred tests applied.
The free parameters improvised genetic algorithm proposed in [23] is used to identify three different classes such as normal, abnormal and indeterministic. The degree of membership and the non-member ship function is applied to condition defined using only the monitored parameters and based on the truth value each record in the dataset is classified.
The improvised genetic algorithm was run for one hundred generations with one hundred individuals. With the length between one and seven genes one for each of the seven connection record attributes. It provided the necessary population breeding, randomizing, and statistics gathering functions, from which this genetic algorithm was written in MATLAB 7.0. In the initial generation, an individual with a fitness value of 0.70997 was created in run 1 and an individual with a fitness value of 0.710028 was created in run 2. The fitness value of the best individual for each generation had an approximate steady increase until generation hundred, at which point it is apparent that the best possible individual possible by the current methods had been created. This demonstrated the ability of the genetic algorithm to successfully evolve an individual's model. Information collected on each generation consisted of the mean fitness of all of the individuals within the generation, the fitness of the best performing individual, the correct detection rate and the false positive rate.
This kind of approach showed good performance in the evolution of intuitionistic fuzzy classifiers for the intrusion detection problem. Using the selected Features the conditions are framed and performed several test with different values for the fitness function weight. This allowed us to increase the speed for the genetic algorithm with huge datasets.
E. Results and Analysis
The cost function of an intrusion detection system is defined using the false alarm rate and the undetected attacks rate. The false alarm rate means the system which produces an alarm in a normal condition. The undetected attacks rate means the system considers an abnormal behavior as normal. The performance of the Emerging Intuitionistic fuzzy classifier over the hundred test performed is shown in table V. The research activities involved a process to establish if classification could be found in the data. These processes involved the statistical manipulation of the dataset in Excel. The aim of the research was to determine the maximum percentage of correctly classified instances. The process involved the creation of analysis tools and charting the data so that the percentage of correctly classified instances by each model is displayed and experts can interpret the findings The plotted points define the ROC curve for the given classifier. This ROC curve can be used to identify the better classifier based on domination of classifiers. The figure 7 shows that the Normal and Abnormal classifiers are similar and both the rules contribute best rules. The use of member ship and non-membership function it is possible to identify the indeterministic rule which needs more importance when expressing the hesitation examined objects. From the results obtained, it is evident that the improvised genetic algorithm adapted along with the Intuitionistic Fuzzy logic for this experiment was successfully able to generate a model with the desired characteristics of a high correct detection rate and a low false positive rate from learning over training data set.
CONCLUSION
Intrusion Detection is one of the major concerns in any computer networks environment. Many techniques including that of Artificial Intelligence have been proposed and are in use presently. There are many researchers who developed intelligent Intrusion Detection Systems. The input to any Intrusion Detection System is some uncertain or fuzzy information that has to be processed. A part from being fuzzy in nature the information could be very large requiring data mining techniques for extracting the data. As the data for extracting has to follow certain rules, we need to have certain mechanism to pick up best possible rules. A improvised genetic algorithm approach for identifying these rules is chosen. The present work has explored the possibility of integrating the Intuitionistic fuzzy logic with Data Mining methods using Genetic Algorithms Restartings for intrusion detection. The present work is the extension of in the areas Dimensiionality reduction using Best First Search. We have proposed architecture for Intrusion Detection methods by using Intuitionisitc fuzzy rule classifier by tuning he best possible rules using Genetic Algorithms Restartings The main contribution of this work is employing the intuitionistic fuzzy classifiers for intrusion detection problem and handling the dataset in the presence of imperfect facts and imprecise knowledge. The application of intuitionistic fuzzy sets instead of fuzzy set means the introduction of another degree of freedom into a set description(i.e. in addition µ(A) to we also have ν(A)). 
